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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 1 

Overview 

A-1. The Need for Literacy 
Educators report that very few students with significant cognitive disabilities (SCD), age three 
through twenty-one, can read text with comprehension. More students can read words, but they 
cannot understand those words when they are connected in sentences and paragraphs. They 
need ongoing instruction to develop these skills and realize the benefits literacy affords to 
everyone. 

A-2 What is shared reading? 
Shared reading is an evidence-based intervention that can help improve language, 
communication, and interaction skills while building understanding of text concepts. These 
skills are all critical foundational skills that result when shared reading focuses on increasing 
the frequency and quality of interactions that occur when adults and students look at and 
read texts together. 

A-3. What is Tar Heel Shared Reader (THSR)? 
Tar Heel Shared Reader combines three resources: (1) the library of age and ability 
appropriate books aligned with grade level content and standards in Tar Heel Reader; (2) a 
new shared reading interface that supports adults in engaging students with SCD more 
actively and in constructing meaning from texts; and (3) a system of professional 
development, coaching and instructional supports to help educators implement shared 
reading. 

A-4. What technology is required? 
Classrooms will need access to a computer, tablet, or interactive whiteboard (e.g., 
Smartboard) with internet to access the Tar Heel Shared Reader interface. 

A-5. What instruction practices are utilized? 

Follow the CAR 
Follow the CAR is an approach to shared reading that supports adults in remembering how to 
support student interactions while they are reading. Adults Comment, Ask for participation, 
and Respond to students in ways that will encourage their participation. The goal is for 
students to lead the shared reading interaction by making comments and initiations on their 
own. 

Putting the CROWD in the CAR 
After students begin to make their own comments and connections, adults shift to Putting the 
CROWD in the CAR. The CROWD in the CAR approach helps adults remember to Ask for more 
participation during shared reading. The CROWD is drawn from Dialogic Reading and stands 
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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 2 
for five different ways you can Ask students to participate and interact. They are: Completion, 
Recall, Open-ended, Wh- questions and Distancing. 

Text Referencing 
Text referencing is a technique used during shared reading to encourage student attention to 
and interaction with the text (i.e., print, braille) in the book being read. Text referencing is 
embedded whether educators are Following the CAR or Putting the CROWD in the CAR. 

A-6. Is professional development available? 
Professional development is an important aspect of Tar Heel Shared Reader. Five modules 
provide training and examples of the teaching practices. Each module is available in an on-
demand, online, self-directed format requiring 30-45 minutes to complete. Modules are also 
available in a facilitated format for face-to-face delivery to individuals and groups. The 
facilitated modules are more interactive and require 60-90 minutes. Facilitator guides and 
recorded content allow for efficient preparation and delivery of the facilitated modules. 
Coaching guides and a variety of educator resources aligned with the modules are also 
available to support learning, discussion, and feedback. 

A-7. How does it work with our existing curricula? 
When using Tar Heel Shared Reader, educators will incorporate shared reading into their daily 
lesson plans. Group shared reading lessons could take anywhere from 5 to 20 minutes 
depending on the communication and literacy skills of the students, as well as the texts 
selected by the educator. Shared reading with individual students may take anywhere from a 
few minutes to 10 minutes. The educator can select books from the Tar Heel Shared Reader 
interface, the Tar Heel Reader library, or from traditional books they have available in the 
classroom or library. Educators may also create their own books in Tar Heel Reader. All other 
instruction will continue as usual. 

Financial Commitment 

B-1. Professional Development 
All components of Tar Heel Shared Reader are provided free of charge. 

Total: $0.00 

B-2. Staffing 
Tar Heel Shared Reader is intended for use by existing classroom staff. Additional staffing is 
not required to implement Tar Heel Shared Reader. 

Total: $0.00 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã 2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 3 

Personnel Commitment 

C-1. Educator 
The educator, regardless of setting (i.e., general education, resource, or self-contained), will 
lead the planning and implementation of the shared reading intervention and therefore must 
be willing to participate in the implementation of Tar Heel Shared Reader. The educator does 
not need to have prior knowledge of shared reading to get started. While it is expected that 
educators’ abilities and confidence in using the instructional practice will grow with each new 
learning experience, the Project advocates for getting started with the practice right away. 
Educators are reminded that the best foundation for continued learning for students and 
educators alike will come from demonstrating for and interacting with students using the 
shared reading instructional strategy. 

C-2. Classroom Staff 
Classroom staff (e.g., para educators, nurses, interveners, translators, volunteers) play a vital 
role in the implementation of Tar Heel Shared Reader because they frequently work 
individually and with small groups of students and therefore can support student literacy 
learning. 

C-3. Related Service Providers 
Related service providers (e.g., speech language pathologists, teachers of the visually 
impaired) may also play an active role in the implementation of Tar Heel Shared Reader. 
Activities appropriate to each related service provider’s area of expertise will provide students 
appropriate access to the books and the Tar Heel Shared Reader interface. 

C-4. Facilitator 
Implementation of the facilitated professional development modules requires the commitment 
of someone who will learn about shared reading, Tar Heel Shared Reader, and the content in 
each module. The individual(s) does not need to have prior experience with shared reading or 
Tar Heel Shared Reader. They will not be required to master the content of the modules since 
it is delivered via video, but it is helpful if they understand how to manage the flow of a 
professional development session and the discussions that occur as a result of activities 
completed during professional development sessions. The individual(s) serving as facilitator for 
professional development may also serve as a coach. 

C-5. Coaches 
Coaches provide initial and ongoing support for the implementation of Tar Heel Shared 
Reader. Coaches support lesson planning and implementation with tools that are provided by 
the project, and they engage educators in reflection, constructive discussions, and data-based 
decision-making using the available forms and checklists. An instructional coach can come 
from a variety of professional backgrounds. Expertise in shared reading and training on Tar 
Heel Shared Reader are not necessary. However, coaches should bring expertise and 
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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 4 
experience in supporting educators in implementing well-defined instructional practices and 
have a strong belief in student learning potential. 

Fit for School/Program? 

D-1. Hexagon Tool 
The Hexagon Tool was developed by the National Implementation Research Network (Kiser, 
Zabel, Zachik, & Smith, 2007) to help states, districts and schools evaluate interventions to: 
(a) identify student needs; (b) evaluate the fit of the intervention with other initiatives, 
priorities, and values; (c) determine whether there are adequate resources available; (d) 
examine evidence to determine potential outcomes; (e) assess the readiness of the program 
for replication; and (f) establish their capacity to implement the intervention as intended and 
sustain its implementation overtime. 
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Hexagon  Tool  
Supporting  Exploration 

The Hexagon Tool was developed by the National Implementation Research Network 
(Kiser, Zabel, Zachik, & Smith, 2007) to help states, districts and schools evaluate 
interventions to: (a) identify student needs; (b) evaluate the fit of the intervention with 
other initiatives, priorities, and values; (c) determine whether there are adequate 
resources available; (d) examine evidence to determine potential outcomes; (e) assess 
the readiness of the program for replication; and (f) establish their capacity to 
implement the intervention as intended and sustain its implementation overtime. 

This version of the Hexagon Tool is specifically designed to support the systematic 
exploration of the Tar Heel Shared Reader implementation model. Teams may find the 
tool helpful in guiding productive discussions of shared reading as an evidence-based 
practice and the Tar Heel Shared Reader technology as a support to improve delivery of 
the practice. 

Use the Hexagon tool by working through the discussion prompts associated with each 
of the eight elements. For example, in evaluating the need for an approach like Tar 
Heel Shared Reader, the team can use the prompts on the Hexagon to consider: 

• What language, literacy and/or communication issues do our students face? Are 
they making measurable progress year-to-year and learning more in each of 
these areas? 

• How do teachers, related service providers, and families perceive the need for an 
evidence-based approach to address the language, literacy and communication 
needs of students? 

• What data is available to help define the need? 

Use this Hexagon Tool in combination with the resources on the Tar Heel Shared 
Reader web site (http://sharedreader.org) to assign a rating of Low, Medium or High 
levels of acceptability or feasibility to each element. Interpreting the individual and total 
scores does not involve absolute cut-points, but should provide teams with information 
regarding the relative favorability of Tar Heel Shared Reader 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã 2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
Department of Health Sciences, UNC-Chapel Hill 
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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 7 

D-2. School/Program Readiness Tool 
When considering the appropriateness of Tar Heel Shared Reader, it is recommended 
that a multidisciplinary team complete the School/Program Readiness Tool. The 
statements are intended to help the team engage in discussion around the need, fit, 
readiness, and capacity of the school/program. 
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School/Program Readiness Tool 
Building or program administrators, working with other representatives, should rate the following statements. The statements are designed to assist 
your implementation team in discussion to arrive at a decision to move forward (or not) with Tar Heel Sheard Reader (THSR). 

Strongly Statements and Reflection Disagree 

Need 
1. We have students in the program who do not yet use symbolic language (speech, 

signs, and/or symbols) to meet a broad range of communication needs across 
contexts. 

2. Our program teams struggle to provide meaningful, interactive literacy instruction to 
students because students lack sufficient communication skills. 

3. We have students in the program who cannot yet identify most of the letters of the 
alphabet most of the time, who are not yet interested and engaged during reading, 
who are still learning a means of communication and interaction, and who are still 
learning that writing involves letters and words, which is another way to say that they 
do not yet understand that text has meaning. 

Unsure/ Strongly Disagree Agree Neutral Agree 

Fit 
4. Our program is committed to providing access to literacy instruction for all students. 

5. Our program has a commitment to a particular approach to literacy that is 
incompatible with shared reading strategies. 

Readiness 
6. Our program schedule is flexible enough to allow for professional development as 

required by THSR. 

7. As a program, we value literacy as an outcome for all students. 

8. Our program professionals are willing to engage regularly in data collection and use 
that data to inform instruction. 

Capacity 
9. We have educators and related service providers who are committed to working with 

the THSR resources to figure out the best ways to support the implementation of 
shared reading as a classroom instructional strategy. 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, Department of Health Sciences, UNC-Chapel Hill 
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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 9 
What Do We Need to Do to Get Started? 

E-1. Classroom/Program Readiness Tool 
If the school/program team determines that Tar Heel Shared Reader would be 
appropriate for educators and students, then the classroom educators and other school 
representatives should complete the classroom readiness tool. The questions on this 
form are designed to help the implementation team consider the characteristics of 
classrooms and the supports that may be needed to fully implement Tar Heel Shared 
Reader. 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã 2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
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Classroom/Program Readiness Tool 
Classroom educators and/or other school representatives complete the following form. The statements are 
designed to help the implementation team consider the readiness of classrooms and/or programs to get 
started with Tar Heel Shared Reader. For each statement, indicate the status and priority for improvement 
(High, Medium, Low). 
This is not an evaluation of the classroom/program but a planning tool for support. 

Classroom/Program Readiness 
Current Status: 

Not in Partially In 
Place In Place Place 

Priority for
Improvement

(H/M/L) 

1. There are opportunities for professionals to discuss
student progress, brainstorm solutions, and decide
next steps.

2. Educators have time and administrative support to
engage in professional development.

3. Educators and administrators are committed to
completing the professional development series.

4. Educators and administrators believe all students can
improve literacy skills.

5. Educators have dedicated time to work with classroom
staff.

6. Educators and administrators value support from
others to inform instruction and practice.

7. Educators and administrators are committed to
including shared reading in the instructional plan for
individual students and/or small group instruction at
least once each day.

8. Communication supports are available for all students
who need them.

Technology Needs 

9. An internet connection is available?

10. Is a desktop, laptop, iPad, or Tablet, and/or interactive
whiteboard available to each participating educator?

11. Educators can access www.shared.tarheelreader.org
and www.sharedreader.org on classroom computers,
and/or iPads/Tablets. If not, contact the district IT
department to whitelist the site.

Current Status: 
Not in Partially In 
Place In Place Place 

Priority for
Improvement

(H/M/L) 

Additional Comments/Questions: 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
Department of Health Sciences, UNC-Chapel Hill 
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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 11 

F-2. Action Plan 
An action plan will help the team focus on the activities required to provide educators 
with the training, tools and resources for effective implementation of all aspects of Tar 
Heel Shared Reader. It will help determine activities that will be supportive throughout 
the implementation process. The following worksheet can be used to plan activities, 
assign responsibilities, and identify resources for addressing areas of need. The form 
should be modified as needed to fit your unique context. Make additional copies of the 
second page as needed. 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã 2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
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Action Planning Worksheet 
Purpose: To create a plan to support the implementation of Tar Heel Shared Reader. 

Directions: Use this form as a template to develop an action plan based on the responses to the School/Program Readiness Form, 
Classroom Characteristics Form, or other form (please specify: _______________________________). 

Distribute copies of the action plan to all those participating in Tar Heel Shared Reader. Keep copies handy to bring to meetings to review 
and update regularly. The team may decide to develop new action steps as teachers’ abilities and confidence in using shared reading 
grows. 

Goal: 
Action Steps

What Will Be Done? 
Responsibilities
Who Will Do It? 

Timeline 
By When?

(Day/Month) 

Resources 
A. Resources Available 
B. Resources Needed (financial, 

human, political & other) 

Date 
Completed 

Step 1: A. 

B. 

Step 2: A. 

B. 

Step 3: A. 

B. 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | 2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
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ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 

Goal: 
Action Steps

What Will Be Done? 
Responsibilities
Who Will Do It? 

Timeline 
By When?

(Day/Month) 

Resources 
C. Resources Available 
D. Resources Needed (financial, 

human, political & other) 

Date 
Completed 

Step 1: A.

B. 

Step 2: A. 

B. 

Step 3: A. 

B. 
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ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE PAGE 14 
How Do We Sustain the Project? 

G-1. Implementation Analysis Tools 
Making the decision to use the Tar Heel Shared Reader implementation model is more 
than just deciding to read books with students. It begins with recognizing that there 
are students with significant disabilities who need direct interventions to address 
challenges in learning language, literacy, and communication. When that need exists, 
Tar Heel Shared Reader is one approach available to programs and educators. The set 
of tools in this packet are intended to help programs evaluate the need, install, and 
then track the implementation of Tar Heel Shared Reader if the need is identified. The 
specific tools serve the following purposes: 

Activities for Exploration 
This tool helps teams determine whether there is a need to explore interventions that 
would address challenges in learning language, literacy, and communication. It guides 
the team in tracking the stages of exploration that lead to the selection of Tar Heel 
Shared Reader and/or other interventions that might address student needs. This tool 
references a Hexagon Tool. You will find that on the Tar Heel Shared Reader website. 
It also references data, which might include IEP data, end-of-grade tests performance 
data, and data generated in the classroom during day-to-day instruction. 

Activities for Installation 
If the team selects Tar Heel Shared Reader as an intervention to address student 
challenges in learning language, literacy, and communication, the Activities for 
Installation tool helps teams plan and track the stages of installing the intervention. 

Activities for Initial Implementation 
Beginning to implement an intervention like Tar Heel Shared Reader on the program 
level requires a plan to identify and address barriers to implementation (as they arise) 
as well as plans for coaching, data collection, and evaluation of initial efforts. This tool 
supports the implementation of these steps. 

Activities for Full Implementation 
Even after an intervention like Tar Heel Shared Reader is up and running, there is a 
need to continue to monitor and support its implementation. This tool is intended to 
help programs track these activities. 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã 2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
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IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS TOOLS 
Initiated/ Not Yet Activities for Exploration In Place Partially Initiated in Place 

Form an Implementation “team”. 

Develop a communication plan to describe the exploration 
process (e.g., what, who, when, why, why not) to educators 
and families. 
Analyze data to determine need for shared reading to support 
early literacy development among students. 

Analyze data to determine need for educator supports to use 
shared reading to support early literacy instruction. 
Identify and review other programs, practices, and 
interventions that support or conflict with the goals of shared 
reading. 
Review and discuss the practice of shared reading (use the 
Hexagon tool as needed) in relation to: 

a. Does the shared reading practice address student and
educator needs?

b. Does the shared reading practice fit in our
school/classroom?

c. What resources are available to help sustain the shared
reading practice once it is implemented?

d. What is the strength of the evidence supporting the
shared reading practice? What outcomes does the
evidence support?

e. What tools and supports suggest that the shared
reading practice is ready for replication?

f. What is our capacity to implement the shared reading
practice?

Select shared reading as an instructional practice for continued 
exploration based on assessment results from above. 

Create communication plan to assess “buy-in” for range of 
impacted stakeholders. 

Analyze information and results of exploration activities. 

Implementation team makes recommendation to appropriate 
level (e.g., state level team, administrator, local partners). 

Average % in each category – Strength of Exploration Score: 

What should we do to further strengthen our Exploration Process? Are there Exploration Activities we 
need to revisit? And what are the “next steps”? 

Tar Heel Shared Reader | www.sharedreader.org | ã 2022 Center for Literacy and Disability Studies, 
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IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS TOOLS 
Initiated/ Not Yet Activities for Installation In Place Partially Initiated in Place 

Identify structural and functional changes needed (e.g., schedules, space, materials, re-allocation of 
roles and responsibilities, new positions needed) to implement THSR. 

a. Classroom level

b. Program/School level

c. School system level

Develop protocols to identify “first implementers”. 

a. Classroom level

b. Program/School level

c. School system level

a. Classroom level

b. School system level

c. Program/School level

Make structural and functional changes needed to initiate the implementation of THSR. 

Select “first implementers”. 

a. Classroom level

b. Program/School level

c. School system level

Identify logistics for professional development approach (self-directed or facilitated). 

a. Identify facilitators

b. Identify dates/times

c. Secure location

Initiate professional development (Shared Reading; Follow the 
CAR; Text Referencing; Putting the CROWD in the CAR; 
Putting It All Together). 

Develop coaching and support plans for educators. 

What should we do to further strengthen our Installation Process? Are there Installation Activities we 
need to revisit? And what are the “next steps”? 
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IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS TOOLS 
Initiated/ Not Yet Activities for Initial Implementation In Place Partially Initiated in Place 

Plan to inform educators of dates for getting started, attending 
professional development, accessing THSR interface, 
implementing shared reading with students, conducting self-
reflections and feedback loops with coaches. 
Plan protocol for identifying and addressing barriers and 
challenges. 

Leadership plan to promote persistence. 

Coaching plan and systems. 

Data systems for measuring and reporting outcomes. 

Data systems for measuring and reporting fidelity. 

What should we do to further strengthen our Initial Implementation? 

Initiated/ Not Yet Activities for Full Implementation In Place Partially Initiated in Place 
Monitoring and support systems are in place for each Implementation Driver. 

a. Professional development

b. Coaching processes and data

c. Outcome data measures and reporting processes

d. Fidelity measures and reporting processes
Feedback process from educators to coach(es) and 
administrators. 
School/program leadership and implementation teams use data 
to make decisions (e.g., outcomes, intensity of intervention, 
coaching supports, professional development). 

Improvement processes to barriers and challenges using data, 
development of plans, monitoring of plan execution and 
evaluation of results. 

What should we do to further strengthen our Full Implementation? Are there activities we need to 
revisit? 
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